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<< Director’s Message

Our basket of new pursuits

E

arly this year, someone called 2015 a
year of great expectations. While we
at Elgon Kenya Limited have our own
reasons to share these sentiments, we
do not know what the person who said this
had in mind, or whether, like us, they feel great
about the forecast nine months down the line.
In August, US President Barack Obama finally
visited Kenya after what looked like he would
never visit his father's land as a sitting head
of the most powerful nation in the world.
The high-profile visit propelled brand Kenya
to levels not seen in recent history going
by analysts who for a good measure have
dubbed the trip historical, one of the reasons
being the first time a serving US President has
visited us. The visit, amid challenges posed by
global terrorism that has seen Kenya suffer
a number of deadly attacks sent a message
to the global community that ours is not a
hotbed of terror. Rather, it showed that
terrorism is a worldwide challenge. This is
probably why days after President Obama
flew back home, hotels at the Coast started
reporting a surge in tourist visits. I doubt
those of us who billed 2015 a year of great
expectations expected this to happen.
In our own backyard, I will cite a few reasons
to expect better things as the year enters
its last quarter. A number of initiatives are
shaping up in our company. Among these is
the third edition of the National Farmers
Awards, an initiative we launched in 2012 in
partnership with the Ministry of Agriculture
to spur agriculture production by recognizing
and rewarding successful farmers.The scheme
has grown considerably since that time, and
is poised for greater heights if its current
outlook is anything to go by.

The initiative has this year attracted another
multinational firm, BASF, to the fold as
our partner. The entry of BASF solidifies
what we believed in when we started the
National Farmers Awards:- that farmers
need to be supported to style production
into agribusiness for food security, nutrition
and improved income generation. The other
partners are Dupont, Excel Crop Care Ltd
and Seeds of Gold.
This year will also see more categories of
winners bringing the total to eight, the new
segments being Farmers with Disabilities
and Media. We are eternally grateful for the
inroads the awards keep making every New
Year. Now more than ever, we are able to
reach farmers across every corner of this
country. Credit goes to our worthy partners,
the county governments, who have taken this

gospel to heart, ensuring as many farmers as
possible participate. The county governments
have also provided greatest expertise in
the judging and vetting process by visiting
every shortlisted farmer and ensuring the
competition picks the very best in the pool.
From these areas we have identified stories
of remarkable hardwork and resilience by our
smallholder farmers in feeding the nation.
We thank the national government for
its spirited effort in prioritizing new age
agriculture in the face of numerous challenges.
The Ministry of Agriculture has walked with
us hand in hand in guiding and supporting
our crusade. Indeed, it is heartwarming to
note that right from the President, the Jubilee
government has shared in our passion of
ensuring that Kenya remains an agriculture
powerhouse that can comfortably feed its
people and the world. We are proud that
the government is indeed walking the talk in
deed and action as demonstrated in the pro
smallholder farmers interventions.
Since good things also come in multiples, Elgon
Kenya is installing a brand new 10-colour
gravure printing machine, the largest of its
kind in East Africa that will allow us to print
extremely high graphics on our plastic flower
sleeves and other packaging materials. We
will also be able to export flower packaging
to Europe. With this development, the poor
packaging materials and design associated
with Kenya's packaging industry will come
to an end, and enhance brand Kenya on the
country's flower exports.
In partnership with our longstanding
business partners Dupont we have recently
commissioned a world class chemical
repacking factory which cost us Sh25 million.
This now means we will be the repacking hub
for all Dupont products across East Africa.
The factory also now allows us to do toll
packing for other chemical companies.
Our foray in to the fertilizer business has
seen us introduce a host of fertilizers under
the brand name Thabiti. These include Thabiti
DAP, Thabiti CAN and Thabiti Urea. We have
recently introduced Thabiti NPK to assure
farmers of our quality brand now covering all
fertiliser products.
In the same spirit, our seeds department
is launching new Prestige maize varieties
following the success of Prestige 02 for
low and medium regions, to add suitable
types for drier areas and highlands. Prestige
is good news to farmers and the country's
food security pursuits as it is tolerant to the

Director Elgon Kenya Ltd.
devastating Maize Necrosis Virus.We are also
introducing a high yielding bean variety to
our range of seeds.
To cap our new goals is the promising
range of greenhouse plastics dubbed “Elgon
Kinga Mimea” for the small scale farmer.
The Elgon Kenya Kinga Mimea Polythene is
our contribution to increased production
for food security, with our tried and tested
agriculture technology. It is cheaper, tailormade and comes with our other farming
products and services like seeds, Kadogo
dripkit, agronomy, fertilizers and market
linkages through our web of partners.
The Global Entrepreneurship Summit that we
proudly hosted as a country rubberstamped
what President Kenyatta has always said;
that Kenya is an investment hub blessed
with enviable resources and a hardworking
citizenry. They say if you want to walk fast,
walk alone; but if you want to walk far, walk
together. Hunger free Kenya is a goal we all
aspire to reach. We can only get there by
walking together to go far.
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Editorial
Demystifying the water- food
security nexus in Kenya
that illuminates the life of young crops sprouting
them into lush produce and ultimately yields. Yet
that apex of food production is now more than
ever the concern of everyone; from farmers to
policy makers.
Allow me to heartily commend the Jubilee
government for its hands on and proactive
approach to addressing water issues by
understanding the pivotal role of water, irrigation
and food security.
Since getting into power, the government has
led from the frontline by demonstrating the
importance of harnessing water and irrigation
through improved budgetary allocations,
transformatory projects like Galana irrigation
scheme and resuscitating communal construction
of water pans and water harvesting techniques
at the grass root level. The elevation of a water
and irrigation department at the Ministry of
Environment, Water and Natural Resources to
a fully fledged ministry is perhaps the biggest
endorsement of the government’s commitment
to matters water.

K

enyan women and children, especially in
rural areas, travel on average distance of 3
kilometres in search of water, researchers
say. But the distance to a water source
is becoming longer and the amount of water
available is dwindling at unprecedented rates.
Infact, a study commissioned at the beginning of
this year by Water Consortium for East Africa,
a water related think-tank, revealed startling
findings. Up to 60 per cent of water sources,
springs, wells, rivers, have all dried up or have
been over exploited. The scramble for water has
hit fever pitch.
Even more worrying is the fact that the dip in
supply comes at a time when demand is at
unprecedented levels. A burgeoning population
and the concomitant effect on food demand
coupled with the vagaries of weather which have
suppressed rainfall have put the country at the
edge of a food security precipice.
Since water is the lifeline of food production
and because agriculture is the greatest
consumer, inadequate water for food production
compromises everything. Water is the breath

E D I TO R I A L B O A R D
Bimal Kantaria

Over 80 percent of the land in Kenya is classified
as Arid and Semi-Arid Land (ASAL). This means
it receives minimal or no rainfall at all. About
10 million people or 30 percent of Kenya’s
population live in the ASALs and over half of
these live below the poverty line. Their source of
livelihood is agriculture even though it has become
a predictable vicious cycle of planting, waiting for
rain, staring at barren land and eventually crying
for food aid and relief.
A flicker of hope has however emerged with the
discovery of huge aquifers in Northern Kenya,
one of the areas placed under ASALs. Experts say
these aquifers could service Kenya water needs
forever. But the same scientists have put a caveat
on their declaration.
With water needs not just limited to drinking,
cooking and agriculture, there are also the
huge energy needs which the government is
also looking to tap into with the aquifers. These
competing needs could further put the strain on
the water availability. Experts say what is needed
is prudent use and exploitation of the water. The
key word they argue is sustainability. “Think about

it in the same way the traditional water sources
like boreholes have been over exploited. People
failed to manage them well. And while they were
supposed to serve them for even ten years,
some never lived to see their fifth year. It is the
irresponsible use of water sources.We have to be
cognizant of the fact that water is no longer as
abundant as it used to be in say two decades ago.
It is now a limited resource. We have to utilize it
prudently if it is to serve us for a longer time:”
Those were the words of Engineer Grisham Lee
one of the key engineers involved in the Turkana
water projects.
One of the most sustainable ways to manage
our water in agriculture is through irrigation.
Numerous studies have shown impressive returns
on investment for farmers who adopted irrigation
both in yields and in water management. It is the
same logic informing government’s obsession
with irrigation.
At a time when climate change is set to hit us
more than anyone else, we have to be fore armed
with sustainable food production mechanisms if
we are to shield our people from hunger.
Think about drip irrigation for example. Modern
technologies like drip pipes that release a drop of
water for each crop ensuring each drop nourishes
each plant to its maximum have gone along way in
stemming water loss from the traditional bucket
watering which is said to have caused up to 80
percent of losses.
A ship captain forewarned about impending
storms is always prepared to tackle them head
on and always navigate murky waters to steer
the ship to safety, so is our current situation. As
a country we know what is ahead of us, it calls
for collective responsibility to be proactive in
managing our resources and keeping the nation
fed. If each one of us did their bit in this respect,
then the small bit is enough to make Kenya an
oasis of hope and an agricultural powerhouse
comfortably able to feed its people and the world.

Elgon Kenya News is published regularly by:
Elgon Kenya Limited and circulated to its partners in the region
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Floriculture >>

Market diversification a step
in the right direction

T

hree very important events have
happened this year that have sought
to rubberstamp the prime position
of the Kenyan flower in the regional
and global discourses.

Mr. Baiju Kantaria
Director Elgon Kenya Ltd.

The cost of compliance
could go up with the
devolved system of
government that is
proposing to introduce a
cess on farm produce

One of them is the 2015 edition of the
International Floriculture Trade Expo which
brought together exhibitors drawn from
across the globe and continued to tell
the African flower story. This was closely
followed by the continent's largest flower
show, the International Flower Trade Expo
(IFTEX) that has assumed a global status
and rated as the fastest growing event in
the business. The Global Entrepreneurship
Summit in Nairobi that brought together
world’s respected business leaders was an
all flowery affair right from the moment US
President Barack Obama was received with
a bouquet upon arrival. Scenes of neatly
arranged bouquets of roses and carnations
of all colours and textures in the conference
rooms and dinner tables sent a powerful and
rosy message of the pride the country holds
in its flowers. The events, while showcasing
Africa as the flower growing continent
of the future, also brought home efforts
by producers to diversify markets from
traditional Europe to the emerging markets,
a development dictated by global economic
dynamics.
The European financial crisis is yet to
be tamed leading to less spending on
luxury goods, a situation worsened by
the weakening of the Euro that has seen a
sharp drop in earnings. The depression in
Russia, until recently the rosiest market,
has seen the ruble fall by almost double

for which exporters are earning far much
less for deliveries. Amidst this uncertainty,
exporters have made commendable efforts
to foray into markets in Asia, Eastern Europe
and, interestingly, China. Here, we have an
emerging economy, newly rich people who
are looking for finer things in life, among
them flowers. This is an indication that it
is no longer business as usual and that the
industry is not sleeping on its laurels in
the highly competitive industry where new
growers are doing everything possible to
cut market niches. Kenya flowers are highly
valued and in demand, but buyers are also
demanding to pay less, in the middle of
cheaper competitive quality.
During IFTEX, exporters through their
lobby group, the Kenya Flower Council,
raised concerns over the rising cost of
production that has reportedly gone up by
more than 30 per cent over the past year;
mainly on labour, power, fuel, chemicals,
fertilisers and other inputs. The sector
currently pays 41 different taxes and levies
to various government bodies, including the
Kenya Revenue Authority (KRA) and the
HCDA. Data from KenInvest shows that the
cost of fertiliser rose 153 per cent to $0.44
per kg in 2014 from $0.17 per kg in 2008. In
the same period, power tariffs rose 27 per
cent while the cost of chemicals per litre has
increased by 55 per cent; monthly cost of
labour has risen 65 per cent. This contrasts
with Ethiopia that has been recording fast
growing numbers, helped by low cost of
production and favourable business and
weather conditions. Ethiopia even has an
investment code which it revises constantly
to incentivize flower growers.
The floricultural sector in particular has
had strong backing from the government.
Incentives such as a five-year tax holiday,
duty-free imports of machinery and easy
access to bank loans and land have attracted
much investment into the sector. As a result
of these and other incentives, the booming
flower sector has overtaken coffee as a
leading export commodity in that country.
Furthermore raw materials necessary for
production such as chemicals and pesticides
are also granted duty free access to Ethiopia.
Kenya can borrow a leaf from Ethiopia, on
how the country is supporting its flower
industry.
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Farmer profile >>

The engineer who found
fortunes in coffee and pigs
the Elgon Kenya National farmers award, small
scale farm fully commercialized category.
And while the win has made him a celebrity
in his Nyeri area, with farmers flocking to his
farm to learn the secret behind his success,
Njogu has remained true to his passion, with
discipline, dedication and commitment guiding
his forte.“I have been in this business for some
time. I cant quite remember when I started. It
has been many years ago, but I definitely enjoy
doing it. I guess the reason I have reached
where I am is because I don’t take anything
for granted. My farming is my everything. I give
it my all,” he said.
This dedication is what has seen him
transform his farm from a few coffee bushes
that he started with to the 4,5 acre empire
he has created today and which has seen him
purchase a coffee pulping machine that aids
him in removing the soft pulp in coffee berries
and taming uncontrollable fermentation and
rot.

Mr. Mahesh Sharma,
Head of Business in agriculture,
Elgon Kenya

B

ehind towering coffee bushes with
enticing red berries, a pulping machine
and a modern pig sty hosting dozens
of pigs is the make or break story
of Timothy Njogu, an engineer who found
passion in agriculture and whose commitment
has paid off. Njogu was voted the winner in

Njogu first started with a few coffee bushes
and pigs as an experiment. But when the
demand for his produce picked up, he knew
farming was made for him. His coffee and pig
business have both blend in so well, an aspect
that keep him in business.“Pig rearing requires
a lot of discipline and dedication. You have to
stick to the right feeding rations and times if
you are to be successful in the business. In the
pig trade it is the little things that matters. It
is ensuring that you don’t overlook any detail,
no matter how small and insignificant it may
appear,” he added.
Testament to his thriving farming empire is a
butchery that his wife Mrs Njogu operates.

Timothy Njogu, winner small scale farm fully commercialized category with his wife.
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Once pigs are mature, they are taken to
the butchery where business is booming.
“Although we sell the mature pigs to the
traders around, we decided to set up our own
butchery and we haven’t regretted ever since.
Business is good. People love pork,” Njogu
said.
But it has not always been a walk in the park
for Njogu. A project he started has stalled for
years, as he juggles between keeping his coffee
and pig business going.“Its all in finances.That is
the biggest hurdle I face.The financial products
that exists don’t really benefit farmers per se.
We are not there yet,” he added.
But Njogu has the tenacity of the hawk, and
hasn’t let that dampen his spirits. His vigour
and approach to life as an enterprising farmer
has won many hearts, which has seen many
farmers around Nyeri pitch tent in his farm
to learn his prowess in farming diversification.
When the judges at the National Farmers
Awards visited him, they were wowed by
the degree of detail Njogu applied to his
every farming practice. From clearing the
pig dung, to feeding time to weeding in the
coffee farm, everything seemed organized and
coordinated.
When he was crowned winner in the 2014
Elgon Kenya National Farmers Awards, small
scale farm fully commercialized category,
Njogu said though it came as a surprise to
him, he felt honoured to be recognized for
doing what he loved. “I was feted for doing
what gives me strength to wake up every
morning. What other joy surpasses this one,”
he said.
Njogu is all praises to Elgon Kenya for
championing the Farmers Awards which he
says is a landmark initiative in a country that is
staring at so many challenges in the agricultural
sector, which are dampening the spirits of the
food producers. “Farmers feel neglected by
the government and other industry players.
Prices of farm and agro inputs have hit
unprecedented highs, financial institutions are
still making life hard for farmers.To have Elgon
Kenya take a different route and recognize us
the food producers is not only noble but also
goes a very long way in boosting Kenya’s food
security. If we had many more Elgon Kenyas in
this country hunger would be relegated into
history books,” he concluded.
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Farm Technology

>>

Botrytis Arrested Introducing Fungaflor 100Ec

B

Mr. Dickson Macharia,
Senior Agronomist
Ornamental / Export Vegetables
Below is a summary of points that should
make Fungaflor 100EC the product of
choice in the control of Botrytis:
• It has a very favourable toxicological and
eco-toxicological profile. Fungaflor 100EC
belongs to the WHO class III.
• It has excellent Preventive, Curative and
Eradicant properties.
• Apart from controlling Botrytis, Fungaflor
100EC will also offer a good amount of
control against Powdery Mildew.
• It is compatible with IPM programmes.
• It is compatible with most commonly
used fungicides, insecticides and foliar
fertilizers.

otrytis, also called Gray Mould is a
fungal infection that affects almost all
ornamental varieties. It affects both
indoor and outdoor crops. Although
it is mostly manifested on petals, it can also
affect other parts of the plant like the stem in
extreme cases. The Fungi that cause botrytis
are parasitic, and the one that mostly causes
botrytis in Roses is called botrytis cinerea.

Fungicides are the major weapon against
fungal infections, conditions around which
the plant grows is crucial. The speed and
intensity of disease will be more devastating
if micro-climates which suit the development
of a particular disease are created within the
canopy.

The disease is mostly prevalent during the
rainy seasons especially when conditions are
humid. Symptoms may vary, but they mostly
start with petals becoming spotted. They then
turn brown and rotting starts. In most cases,
affected developing flowers do not open. Apart
from spotting, wilting and discoloration may
occur.The difference between a flower affected
by botrytis, and the one that is affected by
aging is clear. Naturally, the aging or browning
process will start from the outer edges of
the petals. For those affected by Botrytis, the
browning starts from the inner edges first.

This is an excellent product for the control of
Botrytis. It contains Imazalil 100g/lt.This is an
Imidazole, which is a Sterol inhibitor fungicide
that has very good control against Botrytis and
Powdery Mildew in Roses. It belongs to the
WHO class III.

Another important point to note about
Botrytis is that it opens the door for secondary
infections to attack the plant. Spores of fungi
that cause downy mildew for example will find
it easier to germinate on leaf tissues that are
already weakened by an infection of botrytis.
A lot of importance is attached to Botrytis
especially before and during harvesting. This
is because seemingly healthy flowers may be
having the disease, but the symptoms may only
become visible when it is too late. Unlike other
major diseases where rejection is effected
early before activities at the end of the chain
are done, Botrytis is different. It may even be
detected after export, which apart from the
cost factor (wasted resources in grading, freight
etc), the reputation of the exporting company
is put in jeopardy.
NB: HYGIENE is key in the control of botrytis
and most other fungal diseases. Though

FUNGAFLOR 100 EC

Fungaflor 100 EC comes with a unique
chemistry and hence it is a very welcome
addition to Fungicide Resistance Management
Strategies. The current market conditions are
different from what we used to have just a few
years ago. More and more molecules are being
struck out of spray regimes as demanded by
European market players. This leaves only very
few effective chemicals that the grower is free
to use. Most of these chemicals belong to the
same or close groups. With the introduction
of Fungaflor 100 EC, Elgon Kenya Limited is
offering a product that will go a long way in
helping the grower plan his crop protection
regimes with a lesser risk of creating Fungicide
resistance.
Another crucial quality of Fungaflor 100EC
is that it works in three ways: Its Preventive,
Curative and it also has Eradicant action. This
makes it ideal for all stages of the disease.
For a healthy crop in need of protection
against Botrytis, or an infected crop that need
treatment, its perfect. When due to some
reason a crop was damaged beyond its own
survival, Fungaflor 100 EC will come in handy
when eradicating those spores to protect
healthy or new plants.

• Rainfastness: Trials conducted with
simulated rain one hour after application
of Fungaflor 100 EC showed that excellent
fungicidal activity remained. This is due to
the fact that it is very rapidly absorbed by
leaf tissues.
• Resistance Management:This is as result of
its unique chemistry that makes it difficult
for resistance to build up when It is used
alongside other common fungicides in the
same regime.
botrytis infected rose
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rose free from botrytis infection

Pest Control

Elgon Kenya champions
integrated pest management
in the flower industry

K

enya flower companies are
cutting down on expenses
they use in pest control, while
preserving the environment
thanks to a new range of integrated pest
management practices taking root in the
country.This comes in the wake of debate
on responsible flower growing with
buyers increasingly becoming sensitive
about how flowers are grown and the
amount of pesticides being applied on the
flowers.

The increasing concern over pesticide
use among European buyers has led to
tightening of regulatory standards for
environmental protection and worker
safety. It becomes complicated because
flowers are among the most sensitive
plants in case of a pest and disease
attack. With their soft and velvety petals
any infestation no matter how minor
is reflected in the quality and shape of
the flower which is the first point of
eye contact for customers. Nationally,
although Kenya is regarded as a leading
flower exporter in the world, especially
to the European market, recent market
scare arising from high toxin content and
pest residues in flowers has seen some
markets angling for Ethiopian flowers.
Recently, Ethiopia received a quality
flower award from the EU that has seen
it snatch Russia, Holland and UK markets
from Kenya. It currently exports 22 types
of quality flowers. And with the enviable
contribution of the flower industry to
the national purse and to job creation,
a disruption in the sector is cause for
concern.
Over 94 per cent of the flowers exported
from Kenya are destined for markets in
the European Union.The largest exporter
to the EU, Kenya commands about 38 per
cent of that region's market share.
Following rising criticism of environmental

damage and operator health safety issues
in floriculture, European retailers have
recently developed an audit of Good
Agricultural Practice in Ornamentals and
Flower production-Eurep-Gap. While
Eurep-Gap is not a legal requirement
for entry into the EU market, it is an
essential part of the business relationship
between suppliers and retailers, since
it defines Good Agricultural Practice
and reduces the likelihood of negative
publicity regarding production methods
of suppliers, which can seriously impact
on sales.
In Kenya’s flower industry, where Elgon
Kenya commands a lion share in supply
of inputs, its tried and tested solutions
are credited with being effective shortly
after application thus providing quick
knockdown. They have subdued major
pests like aphids, thrips and white flies
in flowers. In partnership with respected
IPM brands like London based Russells
IPM, Elgon Kenya sells IPM products like
pheromone traps, sticky boards, rods and
physical traps all meant to contain the
voracious pests like aphids,white flies
and thrips “The point is to not only deal
with pests when the health of the plants
or their aesthetic value is in jeopardy. The
latter is obviously a somewhat subjective
call, but we all need to realize that no
matter what, we will have pests in our
farms. How we deal with them is what
will determine how much food we can
put on our people's table,” said Dickson
Macharia of Elgon Kenya Limited.
Among the flagship products of IPM
Russells, are Ceranock and Zonatrack
which operate on the "attract and kills"
principle.The products have been globally
recognized in tackling stubborn pests like
fruit flies which are known to wipe entire
yields in no time. The products are only
applied once with their potency lasting an
entire cropping season.

Ashok Reddy
Product Development Manager

Elgon Kenya
has been a front
runner in striking
the right balance
between chemical
and biological pest
control arsenals
through its range of
transformatory IPM
methods.
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Pest Control >>

A Non-toxic Fruit Fly Control Strategy
Using an Attract and Kill System.
By Dr Julie Abisgold

F

ruit flies constitute one of the major
threats to horticultural production
in Africa, causing estimated annual
economic losses of USD 42 million.
Their wide distribution, fast proliferation,
large populations and their ability to feed
on multiple host crops has led to huge
yield losses in fruit and vegetable crops.
Besides the direct damage caused to
fruits, indirect losses occur as a result of
quarantine restrictions to large lucrative
overseas markets.
Traditional fruit fly control involves the
spraying of chemical pesticides which
are known to have a negative impact on
the environment, the farmers and the
consumer. Increasingly many species
of fruit fly are developing resistance to
these chemical insecticides. In addition,
the introduction of uniform and strict
maximum residue levels across Europe
compounds the problem and further
jeopardizes export.
To combat this serious situation Russell IPM
UK has developed an innovative solution
using an Attract and Kill system. The
biorational Attract and Kill systems, such
as Ceranock and Zonatrac, are effective
on both large and small scale holdings and
require only one application per season.
The Attract and Kill system means farmers
do not need to apply any pesticide directly
onto their fruit or vegetables, resulting in
0% pesticide residue on the fresh produce.
Also, the specificity of the system means
that beneficial, non-target insects are left
unharmed so supporting biodiversity.
Russell IPM was awarded the Queen’s
Award for Enterprise; International Trade
in 2011 and the Queen’s Award for
Enterprise; Innovation in 2012 for this
technology.
The success of the products may be
attributed to the separate male and female
attract and kill formulations which aim to
isolate the two sexes, so reducing mating
and simultaneously immobilising and killing
the target insects on contact leading to
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large reductions in fruit fly populations.
Initial trials have found that a one off
application of the Attract and Kill system
resulted in a 97% reduction in fruit fly
infestation that was maintained throughout
the whole cropping season. And, unlike
other pheromone based systems, it does
not require any trap servicing and is not
labour-intensive.
Recent field trials on mango farms outside
Dar es Salaam Tanzania co-ordinated by Dr
Julie Abisgold, Programme Coordinator for
Africa at Russell IPM have shown similar
success. Farmers who were provided with
the Attract and Kill system to combat
fruit fly without conventional insecticide
spraying reported a 92% reduction in
their fruit fly population and only 1% of
mango damage following application of the
Zonatrac system.
Protecting fruit with the Attract and Kill
technology has the potential to increase
the income for struggling farmers and
open the door to export of Kenyan and

Tanzanian grown fruits into the lucrative
European market.
Russell IPM, a specialist in integrated
pest management solutions, has been
extensively working on innovative
control strategies to combat fruit fly in
Europe, Africa, South East Asia and the
Mediterranean for over 5 years. This
innovation has been recognised by the UK
government, who have awarded Russell
IPM ‘Innovate UK’ funding to promote
their fruit fly pheromone technology:
Ceranock and Zonatrac in Tanzania, Kenya,
Bangladesh and Nepal.
Currently, Russell IPM is looking forward
to further evaluate the effectiveness of
the Attract and Kill system by working
with Elgon Kenya Limited, ICIPE, Bytrade
Tanzania Ltd, the Association of Mango
Growers, Tanzania and fruit growers
to collaborate in trialling these novel
biological systems for agriculture.
For further information visit: www.
russellipm-agriculture.com

Russell IPM’s Zonatrac Attract and Kill fruit fly control system in use at a
mango farm outside Dar Es Salaam,Tanzania
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Local distributor:
East Gate Road, Off Mombasa Road P.O. Box 46826 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya.
Tel: (020) 6534410, Fax: (020) 6534807.
E-mail: info@elgonkenya.com. salesdesk@elgonkenya.com

Elgon CSR >>

Breathing new life to school going children, a
shilling at a time
Communication desk

E

ven in the face of hardship and the
scorching sun, Ngelani Ranch Primary
School has surmounted the odds to have
clinched position one in the 2014 Kenya
Certificate of Primary Education (KCPE). The
school attributes this success to enormous
support it has received from well wishers top
among them staff at Evergreen Crops Limited,
sister company of Elgon Kenya Limited, who
have carried the altruism spirit the company
has been extending for decades.
The school accommodates over 300 school
going children, right from baby class, pre unit,
nursery to primary school with a paltry 20 per
cent of the parents able to fully take care of
their children's needs. Majority of the parents
rely on casual jobs for survival. But in living up
to the spirit of being a brother’s keeper staff
at Evergreen Crops Limited have been on the
forefront by offering support to the school.
Nelson Maina, the Communication and PR
manager at Elgon Kenya, for example, sponsors
five families paying their tuition fee amounting
cumulatively to Sh1,200 per month. Zakayo
Waithaka, working for Evergreen Crops
Limited also contributes Sh1,000 to support
four families. Mr. Maina and Waithaka have also
bought the 17 children they support new pair
of shoes each and new uniforms to ensure
their comfort as they go on with their studies.
Evergreen Crops is also actively involved in a
school feeding programme, where all the pupils
in Ngelani Ranch receive maize and beans.The
school children are also fed rice at select days
of the week to ensure nutritional balance. And
since the parents’ of the pupils hardly makes
ends meet, the meal has meant the world to
the young ones. “With the kind of hardship
the parents endure trying to get casual jobs,
they cannot afford meals for their kids. Truth
be told, if the school feeding programme didn’t
happen, very many children would be going
hungry all day and even night time. Some of
them survive on the meal they get at school to
carry them through the day and night,” said Mr.
Titus Kioko the headmaster of Ngelani Ranch
Primary School.
“My contribution and support to the school
and the pupils is based on my conviction and
that of Elgon Kenya in playing my small role in
making the world a better place. The best gift
you will ever give to young ones is education.
That is how we can break the cycle of poverty,”
said Mr. Maina.
The school has also benefitted from a
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classroom that was built by the
company and which currently
hosts 30 pupils in class 7, but
which can host up to 50 pupils,
which has eased pressure
on schooling facilities while
ensuring a conducive learning
environment for the pupils.
Evergreen Crops last year also bought the
school revision books worth Sh55,000. “At
Evergreen Crops Limited and by extension
Elgon Kenya Limited we feel there is nothing
as important as letting kids have access to
education. It’s a mantra we have taken to
heart, and are proud of the collaboration the
company and even individuals like myself, and
the impact it is having in the society,” said
Waithaka. Touched by the plight of girls who
struggled with sanitation, the company also
donated sanitary towels for 40 girls running
for a whole year. This was followed by the
construction of an eight door pit latrine.
“There is nothing as key as a child’s peace of
mind when they are schooling.You might try to
offer them everything they need academically
but if there are things interfering with their
peace of mind, then that interferes with their
learning. Elgon Kenya and Evergreen Crops
including their staff have made the lives of the
pupils comfortable ensuring they only worry
about learning and we have seen the results,”
said Mr. Kioko who has been in the school for
six years.
Transition from primary to secondary
education in the area has been hampered by
lack of resources, which has created a vicious
cycle of poverty. Majority of parents never
went beyond primary education and today rely
on casual jobs for survival. Cognizant of this
sorry state of affairs, Mr. Kioko has positioned
himself as the champion of post secondary
education in the area, mobilizing well wishers
to sponsor children to access secondary
education. Evergreen Crops, having heard his
pleas, has sponsored several children by paying
half of their secondary school fees. “This is a
step in the right direction which we are very
proud to have been supported by Elgon Kenya.
We strongly feel with this model we can kick
out poverty out of this area, a child at a time,”
he added. Pupils from the school have gone
ahead to get admissions in prestigious national
and county secondary schools.
With the feeding programme, the number of
pupils has moved from less than 250 to more
than 300 in the last two years with their mean
grade moving from 292.40 to 336.0 “Of course

ELGON KENYA LIMITED | Your leader in Crop protection

Old classroom and toilets at Ngelani
Ranch School

New toilets buid at Ngelani Ranch School

Zakayo Waithaka of Evergreen crops Ltd.
and Ngelani headmaster Mr.Titus Kioko
assessing the new classrom

Ngelani Headmaster (right) and the
families that Nelson Maina (centre) and
Zakayo Waithaka sponsors

this has been testament to the fact that the
feeding programme has worked wonders.
We are looking forward to increasing the
number of enrollment and performance
because that is the only way we can fight the
locus of poverty here. We have seen it work,
we are certain it is the key to the future of
livelihoods in this area,” said Mr. Kioko.

Farmer Profile

The former teacher leading a
banana revolution in Vihiga

Nelson Maina

F

or retired teacher, Margaret Amimo,
agriculture was always about growing
traditional crops like maize and beans
for home consumption using large
tracts of land which yielded minimal. But
her light bulb moment came into 2009
when she heard about tissue culture
bananas and decided to give it a try. She has
never looked back, a journey that has seen

her become among pioneer farmers in value
addition in Vihiga County, and ultimately
getting national recognition through the
Elgon Kenya National Farmers award.

the shelf life of these produce therefore
stemming wastage, we could also earn more
which is a motivating factor for our food
producers,” said Margaret.

Margaret who grows over 200 stems of the
high yielding, disease tolerant, tissue culture
bananas realized that there were limitless
opportunities in banana production.Together
with 40 others, they came together to form
Hamisi Horticultural Development Group
(HHDG) by processing bananas into flour
and making a variety of products that include
cakes, biscuits, crisps, doughnuts, bread, ugali
and, chapatis. The group operates a banana
processing plant at Serem market. It is a
revolution that has transcended boundaries
and won admiration beyond Vihiga County.
“The aspect of value addition has been the
best thing that has ever happened to our
group. We are not only increasing the shelf
life of our bananas, we are also realizing more
income than we did when we were selling
the bananas raw. Every single member of the
group now has had their lives transformed
and fortunes changed with this value addition
venture. We are glad we discovered it,” said
Margaret who is also the group’s secretary.

It is this dedication and self drive that saw
her feted in the 2014 Elgon Kenya National
Farmers Awards, a scheme that celebrate
exemplary
farmers
and
agricultural
institutions driving innovation and growth
in the Kenya’s agricultural sector. Margaret
who emerged among winners in the women
category, further added that the role of
women in agriculture cannot be gainsaid.
“We have seen real impact and enthusiasm
among our women members in embracing
this value addition venture we are engaged in
because women can see impressive results.
Such innovations need to exist to spur
more women to dedicate more attention to
agriculture since they form the bulk of the
food producers in this country,” she added.

The group buys at least 20 bunches of
bananas from farmers every week to process
the products and spend on average Sh9, 000
by buying a bunch at Sh450.
Initiatives like food processing and value
addition have been identified as the key
components in helping the country win the
war on food security, a thought Margaret
agrees with. “I have made a personal
commitment to go with this project to its
very end because the opportunities in this
area are limitless. I know and strongly believe
that if we can learn to add value to what
we produce, whether tea, coffee, bananas
or flowers we could not only be increasing

Margaret Amimo,
2013 winner in Women in
Agriculture
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Margaret is not afraid to dream.The voucher
she received as a token of appreciation from
Elgon Kenya during the awards has gone
into securing an irrigation kit, as she hopes
to now delve into horticulture farming and
expand her source of income.
She is all praises to Elgon Kenya for the
farmers award, an initiative that she says
not only motivates farmers but is advancing
agriculture even among those who neglected
it. “People heard I went to nice hotels, ate
good food, met high profiled personalities
and they can see the major transformation
happening in my farm as a result of being
announced an agricultural winner. They say
if she can do it why not me. This is the best
way to reach farmers right down into the
grassroots. I am so glad Elgon Kenya has
come up with such a transformatory idea. It
is poised to take Kenyan agriculture to the
next level,” Margaret said.

PRODUCT RANGE

IMIDACEL 200SL

GLYCEL 480SL

Elgon Kenya Limited East Gate Road,
Off Mombasa Road, P.O. Box 46826, 00100, Nairobi - Kenya Tel: (020) 6534410 Wireless: (020) 2399997/8
e-mail: info@elgonkenya.com Website: www.elgonkenya.com

The sponsors of National Farmers Award

Hardware

>>

Deeply Embossed Vinyl Plank Flooring
Unavailable in Kenya until NOW
4mm Thick Flooring
0.4mm Wear Layer
Valinge Click
Only Available at Global Hardware
No Underlay Required
Waterproof

LIFESPAN / LONGEVITY
20 Years for Residential Use
10 Years for Commercial Use

Vinyl Plank Flooring Accessories

Accessories Set Includes:
2.4m Length Colour Matched Skirting
Wall Fixing Strip (as per image above)
Corner Joints (inside, outside)

End Joints
Skirting Joints

For more information: http://bit.ly/BuyingGuideVinylFloor
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FAQ: Vinyl Plank Flooring Installation
Q:

Is glue required when laying vinyl plank flooring?

A:

No. Glue is not required when laying vinyl plank flooring. Floating vinyl plank flooring means that it should
never be nailed or glued to the sub-floor. Planks are
held together by a unique mechanical locking system
with no adhesive required.

Q:

Can vinyl plank flooring be laid on top of existing
flooring?

A:

Yes! Vinyl plank floors may be installed over existing
floor (resilient floor coverings, ceramic tile and wood)
unlike tile and other floor materials, which require a
specific series of underlay requirements. With that said,
vinyl plank flooring may not be laid over carpet. Carpet
must be removed before installation.

Q:

Is vinyl plank flooring waterproof?

A:

Yes! Vinyl plank flooring is waterproof, which makes
it a perfect solution for moisture-prone areas (e.g.
bathrooms) that are usually ‘off-limits’ to hardwood,
laminate or engineered wood flooring.

Nishal Sodha - Director
Q:

How is vinyl plank flooring installed?

A:

Acclimation:
Acclimate the floor for at least 3 days before installation.
Sub Floor:
May be installed over concrete and wood sub floors,
or over existing hard surface floors.

INSTALLING OVER EXISTING VINYL TILE FLOOR
Tools Needed: Utility knife, Spacers, Pencil, Tape Measure, Ruler or a
Triangle.
STEP 1: Carefully remove any wall base or cover base. Be sure to
re-mark the base so it is easy to identify when re-installing it.
STEP 2: Be sure that the installation area is flat and free of any debris.
STEP 3: Inspect the floor for any manufacturer defects and always read
the installation instructions.
STEP 4: Place the spacers along the wall and start laying out the first
row. Attach the second plank by putting the end tounge into the end
groove of the first plank at angle of 12 - 60 degrees and click into place
continue the row. Lay the second row the same as the first. To attach the
second row to the first row tilt and push the side tongue into the side
groove of the first row at an angle of 15 to 20 degrees lower and click
into place. Continue installation. A tapping block may be used to make
sure the seams are tight. To fit the last row lay a plank on top of the previous row with the tongue to the wall, don't forget to leave room for the
spacers. Now cut the plank and attach into position.
STEP 5: Re-install wall or cove base.
STEP 6: Sweep or vaccum your new floor. Finish by using a Bona Kemi
hard surface cleaner and a microfiber mop.
STEP 7 Enjoy: Now sit back and enjoy your new floor.
Contact
No. 6 East Gate Road, Off Mombasa Road
P.O. Box -4 6826-00100 - Nairobi, Kenya
Tel: (+254 20-2399998/7, +254 722-203089 / 786 456225 (GLO BAL)
info@globalhardware.co.ke, www.globalhardware.co.ke

Alternatively, you could follow us on the social media of your
choice:
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/pages/
Global-Hardware/1545786195654981
Twitter: https://twitter.com/Global_HWare
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/global_hware
Google+: https://plus.google.com/+GlobalHardwareLtdNairobi

For more information: http://bit.ly/FAQVinylFloor
Your leader in crop protection | ELGON KENYA LIMITED
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A thousand words

GRAND OPENING: Her Excellency First Lady Margaret Kenyatta
cuts the ribbon to officially open the 2015 IFTEX. With her is Mrs.
Sicily Kariuki, the Principal Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture.

FARMING FIRST: Principal Secretary in the Ministry of Agriculture
Mrs. Sicily Kariuki addresses the press at the Agritec Africa
Agriculture Exhibition and Conference at KICC

POWER OF INNOVATION: Elgon Kenya's Technical and Sales
Manager in the irrigation department Premal Bhatt explains
to customers how Kadogo drip kit works at Agritec conference.
Looking on is Mr. Bimal Kantaria, Elgon Kenya Director.
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ROSES ARE PINK: First Lady Margaret Kenyatta receives a bouquet
of flowers during the fourth edition of IFTEX

FLOWERLY TALK: Elgon Kenya Director Baiju Kantaria chats with
visitors at IFTEX

FARM SUCCESS SECRET: Elgon's Premal Bhatt explains to Nigam
Jani and Nelson Maina of Elgon Kenya the wonders of Kadogo
drip kit at Agritec Africa conference at KICC.

A thousand words

INFORMATION POWER: Elgon Kenya's Mahesh Sharma (right) walk Mr. Ashok
Reddy and Mr. Hitesh Darji through the activities of Elgon Kenya.

LET’S DO THIS: Mrs. Sicily Kariuki, the PS in the Ministry of Agriculture
cuts the ribbon to officially open the Agritec Africa Agriculture
Exhibition and Conference at the KICC.

AT YOUR SERVICE: Staff at Elgon Kenya Mr. Santosh Gadhe, Mr.
Nigam Jani, and Mr. Vaibhav Deshmukh attends to customers during
Naivasha Hotfair

SECOND TO NONE: Ashok Reddy and Premal Bhatt from Elgon Kenya
explain to Mrs. Sicily Kariuki, the PS in the Ministry of Agriculture about
Elgon Kenya's operations at the Agritec Africa Conference at KICC.

ALL EARS: Elgon Kenya Director Baiju Kantaria and Mr. Vaibhav Deshmukh
a Business Manager at Elgon Kenya share a point with a guest at IFTEX
PACKAGING QUALITY: Elgon Kenya re-packaging Manager Mr. Hitesh
Darji at work with the Elgon staff at the company's factory

ALWAYS WELCOME: Elgon Kenya's Marketing and Sales executive Mr.
Nigam Jani with Mr. Avigad Moshe (Gingy) at IFTEX

TRY US: David Muiru of Elgon Kenya explains to customers about the
wide array of products by Elgon Kenya at IFTEX
Your leader in crop protection | ELGON KENYA LIMITED
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A thousand words

ITS AN HONOUR: Mrs. Sicily Kariuki the PS Ministry of Agriculture meets
Elgon Kenya staff at IFTEX

BRAND AMBASSADORS: Nelson Maina the Communication Manager at
Elgon Kenya with Manish Tyagi the head of seed department at Elgon
Kenya showcase products at IFEX

COUNT ON US: David Muiru of Elgon Kenya explains to customers why
Elgon Kenya products matter

CHAMPIONS OF SUCCESS: Elgon Kenya staff Joyce attends to customers
at Naivasha Hotfair

BEYOND BORDERS: Elgon Kenya staff Mangesh Haldavanekar, Vaibhav Deshmukh and Nigam TRAILBLAZING TRIO: Elgon Kenya staff Yogesh,
Nigam Jani and Mr. Vaibhav Deshmukhat at IFTEX
Jani when they represented the company at the 2015 HortiFlo expo in Ethiopia
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A thousand words

FLOWER BUSINESS: Prime minister of Ethiopia Mr. Hailemariam Desalegn opens the
2015 HortiFlo expo in Ethiopia.

MAKING IT HAPPEN: Staff at Elgon Kenya Mr. Nigam Jani, Mr. Vaibhav
Deshmukh and Manish at IFTEX

Yogi Yagnik with customers at Naivasha Hotfair

CUSTOMER IS KING: Elgon Kenya staff Premal Bhatt and
Mahesh Sharma share a light moment with a customer
at IFTEX

DOWN TO BUSINESS: Premal Bhatt, Edwin Nyabiba and Ashok Reddy
from Elgon Kenya compare notes at IFTEX

AT YOUR SERVICE: Mr. Joseph Maina and Fridah Rweria at Naivasha
Hotfair

Your leader in crop protection | ELGON KENYA LIMITED
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Noticeboard >>

STAFF NOTICEBOARD
Elgon Kenya is honoured and excited to welcome two esteemed members of staff who joins the Elgon
Kenya family in sharing its philosophy of being a Kenyan company for Kenya by Kenyans and which
believes in the dream of a prosperous industrious Kenya.
On behalf of the Elgon Kenya family allow me to introduce you to:

Rehema Mutunga - Legal Of
ficer
A celebrated advocate of Kenya,
Rehema joins Elgon Kenya as
the
legal officer with a cocktail of exp
erience and training from the bes
t
institutions in the land.
Rehema has seven years exp
erience as an advocate of the
high
court of Kenya with a rich pra
ctice in litigation, conveyanc
ing,
commercial and business tran
sactions, and general legal pra
ctice.
Her duties at Elgon Kenya include
providing in house legal suppor
t
to the company, managing the
litigation function, negotiating
,
drafting and reviewing differe
nt legal documents in conveyanc
ing
and commercial agreements
for the company, providing
legal
opinions to the company on
different legal issues and assi
sting
in ensuring compliance with
various laws among other dut
ies.
Rehema holds a Bachelors of Law
degree from Moi University and
a
postgraduate diploma in Law
from the Kenya School of Law.
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Newborn
pleasures
Elgon Kenya Limited
also welcomes Baby Hari
Hirenkumar Chokshi born
in August, and warmly
congratulate Mr. Hirenkumar
P. Chokshi and Neha Hirenkumar
Chokshi on their bundle of joy.
Mr. Chokshi heads Sleeves and Labels, Injection and
UVA imported polythene departments. Mrs. Chokshi is
an officer at the extraction and weighbridge departments.
May your new source of pride inspire you and your family
always cherish the beautiful things in life.
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OldStaff

Service to farmers and country
has made me stay at Elgon
Kenya two decades on
Makokha started as a machine operator
before rising through the ranks to become
production supervisor and ultimately being
in charge of general stores, a position he
holds to date. “It is one of the rare and
unique things I have cherished since I started
working at Elgon Kenya over two decades
ago. Excellence, hardwork, and commitment
are always rewarded in a big way, and I
am testament to that,” recalled Makokha
nostalgically.

Patrick Makokha Nalianya

O

ver two decades working
with Elgon Kenya Limited for
Patrick Makokha Nalianya
brings him a tinge of
nostalgia. He has seen a change in strategy,
management and his role. But nothing
warms his heart like the level of dedication
to the staff and the country that Elgon
Kenya has religiously advanced.
As a young agile and upbeat man roaring
with enthusiasm to change the world,
Makokha joined Packwell Industries, a
carton and plastic making company in
October 1992 at Magana Farm near Kikuyu.
By then, Packwell was a division under the
management of G.D and Brothers whose
directors included Elgon Kenya chairman
Rajnikant N. Kantaria and current directors
Mr. Bimal Kantaria and Baiju Kantaria.
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He also fondly remembers in 1996 when
Bimal Kantaria started a big initiative by
donating text books to Rungiri Secondary
School, an act he said went along way in
keeping hundreds of children in school. “It
was a very great initiative, especially at that
time when text books were hard to come
by in schools. I have many friends who owe
their current excellence in life to the gesture
they got from the donation of the books,”
Makokha further added.
In 2000, Packwell industries was closed
and merged with Elgon Kenya to act as
a department. Aware of the immense
contribution Makokha had made to the
company, he was assimilated into Elgon
operations where he continued working
in the production team until 2008. “In
this department I have served both large
and small clients. I have served clients like
Oserian Flowers, Finlays, Kiwi and others.
I have also had retail customers come and
make inquiries. What I like most about
working here is the fact that the customer,
irrespective of where he comes from, must
and will always get our attention and ear.
It is a philosophy deeply entrenched in the
daily operations of the company, the ethos
that oils the wheels of success for this
company,” Makokha further added. As a
production supervisor overseeing day and
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night operations, Makokha was supervising
over 150 workers.
Impressed with the transformation he had
brought to the production department, the
management agreed to move Makokha to
bigger and challenging roles and put him in
the general stores to oversee operations
there. He continues to deliver his duties
with utmost diligence and discipline giving
his all to a company that has not only helped
him grow financially, but career wise and in
his social life. “I have attended many training
courses organized and facilitated by Elgon
Kenya like how to be a good manager, or how
to relate and deal with various staff members.
There is so much we take for granted which
I had a chance to learn and perfect. My
relations with the people I was supervising
changed after I was trained,” he added.
With Kenya’s heightened commitment to
agriculture and new age farming as a sure bet
to attaining the mid level economic status as
envisioned in the economic blue print Vision
2030, Makokha says strong partnerships
between the private sector and government
is the stepping stone to a quicker realization
of this noble dream.
“Having worked at Elgon Kenya for over two
decades, I have come to appreciate the power
of dedication to what you do, and service
to country. With the kind of investment
companies like Elgon Kenya are making
specifically targeting new age farming and
our smallholder farmers, through modern
technologies, high value seed varieties, and
expertise across the value chain there is
nothing we cannot achieve. We only need to
work together to realize this dream much
faster. I know we can,” Makokha further
retaliated.

OSA FLOWERS
Promotes new shoot development.
Helps to increase Ňower/plant.
Improves plant vigor and Ňower color.
Helps the plant to resist fungal aƩack.
Dosage : 1 -2 ml/ltr of water.
Recommended spray every fortnight.

NUTRIFIGHT
Provides nuƚƌŝƟŽŶ

Enhances immunity
Higher concentraƟon of phosphite
BeƩer mobility within the plant syatem

Dosage : 2gm /ltr of water.
Recommended spray every fortnight.

Available from
P.O. Box 222 – 00623 Nairobi
Tel: 0729 815757, 0707040440
Location: Athi River, Next to Mombasa Cement
Email: agrocare@novixainternational.com
Website: www.novixainternational.com

Conservation >>

Soil and Water Conservation
Crop farmers cannot afford to lose the little
moisture and soil there is, so they have for
centuries used indigenous conservation
techniques. These range from stone terraces
in mountainous areas to tillage practices
in flat areas. They focus on conserving
moisture to improve crop yields. However,
the main priority is higher production,
with soil conservation coming second.
Only crop farmers are willing to invest in
conservation measures; pastoralists are not
very interested because they are mobile.
Degradation of grazing land is a problem
in wetter areas with many people and
livestock, and around communal watering
points. Degradation is caused by continuous
grazing and tracking, shifting cultivation,
indiscriminate cutting of trees and
uncontrolled burning.
Below are guidelines on how farmers
can conserve water and soil.

Thomas Kipkorir
Cereals Manager - Crop Protection

Soil and water conservation includes ways
to protect the soil from impact of raindrops,
prevent runoff that can cause erosion,
increase the amount of water that seeps
into the soil, and increase the roughness of
the surface to reduce speed of runoff.

significant percentage of rain
water in dryland areas is lost as
surface runoff. Much of the rest
evaporates or percolates deep
into the ground where plant roots cannot
reach it. Plants quickly absorb the little
moisture still in the soil, and soon the ground
becomes dry, incapable of supporting crops.

Soil and water conservation practices can
be divided into agronomic and mechanical
measures. Agronomic measures include:
Conservation tillage- contour ploughing,
ridging, tied ridging, minimum tillage, ripping
and sub soiling. Conservation farming
includes: crop rotation, intercropping,
alternative crop varieties, fallows and
area closures. Soil fertility management
includes: manure application, fertility pits
and composting. Agroforestry. Mechanical
measures include: Bunds- contour bunds,
graded bunds, trench bunds.Terraces- Bench
terraces, hillside terraces. Catchment – half
moon catchments and micro catchments.
Gully rehabilitation.

Erosion is a related problem. Dryland soils
are often thin, have poor soil structure,
are low in organic matter and are bare of
vegetation. Crusts form on the surface of
many soils, reducing the amount of water
that can seep into the soil. The water
runs off easily, forming gullies and carrying
valuable topsoil with it.

Conservation tillage; ploughing along the
contour (across the slope, rather than up
and down) helps slow runoff and prevent
gullies from forming. Many farmers have
used contour ploughing for years with little
need of external advice. Minimum tillage
is so called because it involves minimal
turning of the soil. This helps maintaining
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the soil structure and reduces the cost
of land preparation. Only the planting
rows are ploughed; the area between is
left undisturbed. Minimum tillage helps to
maintain or improve soil organic matter
content by protecting the soil from erosion
and decreasing the mineralization of organic
matter. Minimum tillage is good on sloping,
well drained, coarse and medium textured
soils, but less effective on poorly drained
soils or on soils that form surface crusts
easily. Regular ripping may be necessary to
loosen the soil.
Weeds may be a problem at first in
minimum tillage. It is necessary to apply
Glyphosate such as Glycel then followed
by pre-emergent herbicide Stomp CS your
new generation of weed control. STOMP
CS is produced with the innovative microencapsulated formulation of Pendimethalin
which offers the grower long lasting, broad
spectrum and residual control of grasses and
broadleaf weeds in Wheat and Barley.
Crop rotation; many farmers rotate the
crops they plant in a field from one season
to the next. For example, they alternate a
cereal (Barley, Wheat, Maize or Sorghum)
with a legume (Field peas, Chickpeas or
Lentils). The various crops have different
moisture and nutrient requirements and
rooting patterns. Legumes improve the
soil fertility by fixing nitrogen in the soil,
making it available for cereal in the next
season. Crop rotation also helps control
pests and disease by breaking their life cycle.
Intercropping involves planting two crops
in the same field- often a combination of
a nitrogen- fixing legume (such as Cowpea
or Bean) with a taller cereal (such as Maize)
The dense ground cover reduces erosion,
lowers evaporation and increases infiltration
into the soil. The crops should have different
rooting profiles to avoid competition for
nutrients and moisture, and should mature
at different times. The crops can be planted
at the same time, or one can be planted after
the other is already established.
There are many different types of
conservation practices. The most suitable
depends on various factors, including the
local climate, the soil type, the length and
steepness of the slope, and the availability of
labor, capital and implements.

Pest Control >>

Know your pests

K

enya’s flower industry which brings
in Sh50billion in foreign earnings
each year while benefiting over
500,000 Kenyans directly or
indirectly hasn’t had a rosy story in the
recent past. Old and emerging pests and
diseases have ravaged flower farms, bringing
months of toil to waste.

Mr. Vaibhav Deshmukh
Business Manager (Agribusiness)

While there is no documented economic
impact of pest invasions on the Sh93billion
Kenyan horticultural industry, studies quote
the pest as one of the biggest headache for
majority of flower growers and a major
determinant of what gets accepted or
rejected in the export market. A single flower can get the whole consignment cancelled.
But even as farmers grapple with the menace, Elgon Kenya has lined up an array of modern
sophisticated weapons to tackle the flower pest menace. We profile the most voracious
flower pests and Elgon Kenya’s transformatory solutions.

Thrips.
A minute, less than a sixteenth of an inch long, black slender insect that resembles tiny dark threads
when viewed without hand lens.Thrip, both young and mature, feed on the sap within the flower petals
by rasping the tissue of the petals to suck the sap out and is responsible for upto 70 percent of yield
losses. It usually starts out breeding on various grasses and weeds. Once those sources are cut down,
it moves onto attacking the ornamentals like flowers.
The pest is known to prefer lighter coloured blooms leaving red spots and brown streaks on the
petals. The flower buds are often deformed and typically will not open.
In extreme cases the outer petals become so softened from heavy feeding that they dry out as a hard
shell, preventing the inner petals from opening in a situation termed as ‘balling.’ Thrips however only
cause aesthetic damage to petals and blooms and don’t threaten the growth of the rose bush itself.
The lifecycle of a thrip completes in two weeks presenting another headache for horticultural produce due to their fast multiplication.

Spider mites
They prefer the undersides of leaves, but in severe infestation they occur on both
leaf surfaces as well as on the stems and flowers. They suck the sap of plant tissues.
Infestations are most serious in hot and dry conditions. Because they multiply very fast
they are able to destroy flowers within a short period of time. Spider mites spin silk
threads that anchor them and their eggs to the plant.The fine web produced by spider
mites protects them from some of their enemies and even from pesticide applications.

Aphids
Both adults and nymphs pierce plant tissues to feed on plant sap. Their feeding may cause rolling,
twisting or bending of leaves. Heavily attacked leaves can turn yellow and eventually wilt. Aphids
feeding on flower buds cause malformed flowers and fruits. Aphids excrete a sugary, sticky liquid
called honeydew that accumulates on leaves and branches. Sooty moulds (a fungal growth) grow
on honeydew deposits turning leaves and branches black. Heavy coating with honeydew and sooty
moulds may reduce photosynthesis, affecting flower growth and yield.
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Powdery Mildew
Powdery mildew, as the name suggests, resembles a white, powdery coating on leaf surfaces.
If severe, it also might appear on stems and the flowers themselves. Affected leaves eventually
turn yellow, then brown. Dead foliage typically falls off the stem, though it will sometimes
remain in place. Although not fatal to plants, powdery mildew makes the foliage unattractive
and repeated bouts of the disease will gradually weaken the plant. Most fungal diseases
are spread by microscopic structures called "spores" that are transferred on wet foliage.
However, powdery mildew thrives in high humidity.

FACT SHEET:

ELGON KENYA’S WEAPONS AGAINST FLOWER PESTS
Being a market leader in revolutionary solutions to the agricultural sector, Elgon Kenya has stocked some of the world’s
most respected brands in tackling flower pests and diseases. Aware of the pivotal role the floriculture industry plays in the
country, Elgon Kenya has stepped up its resolve to protect the industry from pests and diseases, foreign or domestic, with
the following arsenals:

Danisaraba 20SC

Luna tranquility

A tried and tested
pest control arsenal,
Danisaraba 20SC is
an
insecticide
and
arcaricide
purposely
meant to weed out
stubborn pests that
attack, nuts, tea, and
ornamentals. It targets
especially spider mite of
the Tetranychus species.
This species is one of
the most dangerous
greenhouses
pests:
when the climate is hot and dry, its populations increase
rapidly. It is effective against all growth stages of the
mites by killing the eggs,the hatched larvae and also the
adults in a matter of minutes. It is known to have no
adverse effects on crops.

Luna tranquility is a broad spectrum foliar
fungicide for control of powdery mildew
and botrytis in roses that goes beyond
harvest to offer post harvest botrytis
control while extending the flowers vase
life. Being a combination product of two
active ingredients Luna tranquility offers
unparalleled pre and post harvest disease
protection, while ensuring an in built antiresistance strategy due to different modes
of action, target sites and two chemical
classes. Luna Tranquility ensures the grower
does not need to choose between the
"must haves" of quality and quantity since
the grower harvests the maximum numbers
of marketable stems while ensuring they
reach the market without botrytis thereby
increasing customer satisfaction by having good looking flowers and
expected vase life.

Starkle 20 SG
An insecticide that has over the years built a name for itself in the control of voracious
insects like whiteflies, aphids and caterpillars especially in rose flowers. It is known to have
a systemcity, translaminer action allowing it to protect crops for long periods. It also has a
broad insecticidal spectrum. It can have an effect on bees so farmers are advised to spray
it late at the afternoon when the bees are not foraging.
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Packaging >>

Elgon Kenya’s flower packaging
unit drives innovation, growth
This is coming at a time when experts in the
flower industry are calling for packaging that
can withstand the adverse conditions on the
flower supply chain which is vital in maintaining
quality and fetching the prices the growers
deserve.
Since packaging increases the value of the
products, packaging business is also an
important investment in the horticulture
sector.The stiff competition in the horticulture
market demands the fulfillment of the
standards set along the supply chain in the
industry where packaging is part and parcel.
“What could be better than receiving a
rose, especially a white one? But what a
disappointment if it is blemished, even slightly.
Blemishes on otherwise spotless roses are
often the result of a lack of expertise and good
packaging practices in producing countries,”
argued Athanaus Mutoro, one of the flower
exporters in Kenya.
Elgon Kenya Limited, which supplies inputs
to over 80 per cent of the flower market in
Kenya, has a fully fledged packaging department
with state of the art machinery and
David Muiru
a dedicated workforce that ensures
superior packaging material for its
Senior Agronomist
huge clientele. The company has
positioned itself as the first point of
reference in the high standard cartons
and flower wrapping papers required for
packaging for export. With continuous
and seamless production, the
packaging department has lived
espite Kenya being one of the up to Elgon Kenya’s mantra
global players in the flower of being a Kenyan
export market netting Sh93 company responding
billion in foreign earnings, poor to Kenyan needs
packaging of flowers is hurting the industry, through home grown
with Kenya losing millions in spoilt flowers solutions.
as a result of poor quality and outdated
packaging technologies.
The quality of the flower
packaging material is so high
It is a sorry state of affairs that has ensuring that irrespective
even caught the government’s eye with of where the flowers are
Industrialization Principal Secretary Dr transported, they reach the
Wilson Songa lamenting how the country is destination fresh, and in the
losing its luster and place as a market leader same form they were in when
in flower exports due to poor packaging. they were packaged. No curls, no
“I recently attended a flower exhibition in withering, no lost petals.
Japan where a variety of Kenyan flowers
were on display among others. Our A 2013 study by the Africa Flower
packaging is still not up to date,” said Songa Consortium, a think tank that does
at a press briefing on the 2nd edition of the survey and research on floriculture
Food Processing and Packaging Exposium markets,
opportunities
and
last year.
challenges for African flower industry

D
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posited that even as key flower players in
Africa like Kenya and Ethiopia continues to
establish their positions in the lucrative global
flower industry, the next battle front will be
in flower packaging and how creative and
innovative countries can get in adding more
value to flowers post harvest.
“The flower consumer is willing to pay extra for
well packaged flowers. Out of the over 3,000
respondents polled in this research, 80 per cent
cited packaging as a key factor in making their
purchasing decision. The customers indicated
they were willing to part with between
$10- 50$ per bouquet if the packaging was
right and appealing. These findings open new
frontiers and shift focus on an area that has
not received the attention it deserves among
flower producers and exporters. Packaging
will redefine export numbers in coming years,”
read the report.
Elgon Kenya aware of this landscape is
constantly upgrading its packaging department
with infrastructural and resource investment
as it responds to market demands.
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Logistics >>

ANOTHER STEP FORWARD
According to the Elgon Kenya’s General
Manager (Manufacturing division) Mr. Yogi
Yagnik, the machine will be able to print
practically any job the most creative graphic
designer can conjure. ‘’A ten colour machine
gives us the leeway to print any design you
can think of including those complicated jobs
with special features, special colour effects
and metallic colours’’, he added.
As the world shrinks to a global village there
was a compelling case to invest in this new
machinery since competition is no longer
confined to the region as in the past but
local companies have to square it out with
global players, especially from the Asian
subcontinent and China, for a share of the
market. Going forward , we have had to tap
into the latest printing technologies there
is in the world to ensure that our quality
matches the best there is globally. One thing
that works out in our favour is that we are
able to supply our clients in time and give
them the independence to buy only what
they require, at a time, without having to
overstock which is a major challenge for
overseas supplier.

George Omuok - Head of
Department (labels and sleeves)

A

s part of our programme to offer
better services and quality to
our clients, Elgon Kenya is at an
advanced stage of installing an
ultra modern, ten colour, high speed, gravure
printing machine which will be in operation
in the next one month or so.
The machine, the first of its kind in the
region is fitted with advanced gearless
technology, automatic register control and
is fully computerised. It is capable of running
at speeds exceeding 200m/min. Because of
the gearless technology changeover time
from one job to another will be drastically
reduced.With the automatic register control
printing, waste will also be reduced and this
will afford the converting machines at the
tail end of the sleeve making process the
ability to run at higher speeds and increasing
productivity at the same time.
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With the current reduction in energy prices
the shift towards local suppliers is a trend
likely to gain currency in the coming days and
that is why as a company we do not want to
compromise on the quality of our products
as we position ourselves to match the very
best printing and packaging firms globally. It is
in this regard that we as a company laud the
jubilee government efforts to commission
more geothermal plants which will result in
further reduction of power prices. In the past,
high energy cost has been a big disincentive
to local manufacturers.
Unlike flexographic printing, which we are
currently doing and will continue to because it
is ideal for the’’new job required tomorrow’’
situations, gravure printing involves the use
of chrome plated copper cylinders. The
cylinder engraving process takes around a
week but the good news is that once made,
gravure cylinders are durable and have
higher resistance to wear and tear.Their long
lifespan makes them the ideal choice for long
runs jobs as well as complicated designs.
We have partnered with a local company who
are experts in the manufacture of gravure
cylinders and this is why we are confident
that we shall be ready to roll out in the next
one month. For those who have known Elgon
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..... the machine
will be able to print
practically any job
the most creative
graphic designer
can conjure. ‘’A ten
colour machine
gives us the
leeway to print any
design you can
think of including
those complicated
jobs with special
features, special
colour effects and
metallic colours’’
Kenya for efficiency (as most of our clients
aver), we will be even more efficient. In the
flower sleeves industry we can only compete
with ourselves as we are far ahead of the
competition when it comes to efficiency.
With this new investments we are primed to
be ahead in quality as well and we intend to
keep it that way in the foreseeable future.
Together with the gravure printing machine,
we are also installing a high speed wide web
slitting machine. This will enable us to print
wider width materials than we have been
doing in the past, which will be slitted before
conversion into sleeves and bags. This will
reduce production time, cut down on energy
cost, downtime and wastage making us a
much more environmental friendly company
and enabling us pass on the benefit to our
clients.

Unlock your
soil’s potential!
Range

Omnia’s Mates Range
Trace element products
tailored for your needs
Organically chelated liquid
micronutrients
Choice of individual elements
and combinations

Range

Mix and match to suit individual
requirements

• Concentrated liquid humate

Safe and compatible
PRODUCT

• Improves nutrient availability
• Stimulates biological activity

TYPICAL ANALYSIS % (W/V)
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Farm Management

How Rongai farmer tripled yields
with Kadogo drip
Communications desk
scarce due to unprecedented vagaries of
weather.
The kit which costs six times lesser than
the conventional kits in the market ensures
that majority of farmers who do not have
the large pieces of land manage to irrigate
the little they have utilizing all the water
they pump to the farm. The kit, which also
assists in fertigation, is neatly packed with
one box to facilitate easy transportation,
assembly and installation. It is also fully
gravity powered, eliminating the possibility
of extra power cost incurred from pumping
water from its source to the farm.
It is meant to irrigate small plots of up 500
metres squared and works with all crops
including vegetables, cereals, pulses and
fruit trees whether in the open field or inside
greenhouses. The drip pipes are spaced
50cm from each other allowing for complete
water absorption by the plant.

Elgon Kenya Techinician Alex Mugumya fixing the kit at the farm.

N

athan Muheso is a serial urban
farmer in Rongai area of Nairobi.
In his quarter acre piece of land
that sits next to his house is a lush
vegetation of towering sukumawiki and
succulent tomatoes that earn him and his
family Sh50, 000 a month on average. This
while shielding his family from incessant
food price spikes that have become common
place in the recent past.
Muheso has become a model farmer in a
town struggling with food production due
to poor weather occasioned by failed rains.
Majority of the farmers who have delved
into crop production have a litany of woes,
ranging from low yields to inadequate water.
But Muheso knows the value of water and
has perfected the art of economizing water
while ensuring each crop receives the
optimum amount of water to nourish.
In his garden, dozens of pipes leave a black
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tank and snake their way into the neat rows
of spinach, kales, tomatoes and carrots.
Behind the over two years successful farming
forte and bumper yields is Muheso’s journey
with kadogo drip kit, a low cost innovation
by Elgon Kenya Limited which has become a
hit for its economical use of water.
“When I bought the kit in 2013, I was
struggling with water. My produce are water
guzzlers. I had to look for a way of keeping
the tender crops nourished even in the wake
of severe water shortage in Rongai. I had
to think first. A friend introduced me to the
kadogo drip kit, and that was the best thing
that ever happened to me,” said Muheso.
He is referring to the tripling of yields that he
has experienced since he embraced the kit.
The miniature portable drip kit is offering
farmers like Muheso over 90 percent
efficiency in water conservation for only
Sh20,000 at a time when water has become
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Farmers who purchase the kit also get free
demonstration of its use and agronomical
support by agronomists from Elgon Kenya.
“There is no turning back in as far as the use
of this kit is concerned. I have also bought
two for my small farms in my village in Kieni
Nyeri. I am totally enjoying how it has saved
me especially in water management. This
is the ultimate farm revolution of the 21st
century,” Mihesho added.
The adoption of the kit comes in the wake
of a report that identified small scale
irrigation as key to a near tripling of subSaharan Africa's yields. The report by The
International Water Management Institute
(IWMI) released earlier this year, uncovered a
revolution in the ways in which smallholders
are driving low-cost farm and community
water management.
The report dubbed Water for wealth
and food security: Supporting farmerdriven investments in agricultural water
management, also unearthed for the
first time the scale to which enterprising
smallholders are driving the irrigation
revolution by using their own resources
innovatively rather than waiting for water to
be delivered

ELGON KADOGO DRIP KIT

Available in:-
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Affordable, Gravity powered Drip Kit for small scale farming/ kitchen garden

Maximum production and easy to operate.
Suitable for vegetables, fruits, trees, flowers, cereals and pulses.
Water efficient system, maximum use of each drop of water.
Can be used in open field, shade or net house, green house.
Portable system, easy to install and shift.
No electricity required to run system.
Low operation, maintenance and labour cost.
Time and money saver kit.

East Gate Road, Off Mombasa Road
P.O. Box 46826 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya.
Tel: (020) 6534410 / Cell: 0736-708546
E-mail: info@elgonkenya.com or premal@elgonkenya.com
Website: www.elgonkenya.com
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Tradecorp

>>

final K, The most concentrated
and efficient Potassium foliar
fertilizer
, The most concentrated and efficient Potassium foliar ferti

, The most concentrated and efficient Potassium foliar fertilizer
1) Ultra-concentrated Potassium (46,2 % w/v K2O):

Mr. Vaibhav Deshmukh
Business Manager (Agribusiness)

Final K is a product 100 % efficient to:
9 Improve flower and vegetables sizes
9 Improve quality: sugar content, taste and esp colour of flowers
9 Improve shelf life and storage
9 Improve tolerance to stress

Final K have an extremely efficient absorption. A foliar fertilizer salt in spray droplet is efficient if it remains soluble. It’s
solubility depends on the level of relative humidity in the air.

Relation between Deliquescence point
and mobility of the micronutrients
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Final K spray remains soluble on the leaf surface needing only 44 % RH in the air while other Potassium sources need
over 90% RH. (see above). If the RH is not sufficient potassium will precipitate and not enter the leaf. In practice it
means that Final K is the most efficient and convenient K foliar fertilizer esp. in dry periods when flowers need
potassium for colour and veg is bulking up = yield .
2) With a special additive against interactions with Magnesium and Calcium cations brought by the bicarbonates
present in the water
In many areas of East Africa, the water used for spraying is “hard”. It means that the water contains a lot of Calcium and
Magnesium. Ca2+ and Mg2+ ions are antagonist with Potassium (K). It means that their presence in the spray tank,
decrease strongly the efficiency of common K fertilisers. Final K is one of the only products in the market that contains a
special additive that neutralizes the cationic charges of Mg2+ and Ca2+ allowing K to penetrate easily and
preferentially inside the leaves without competing with antagonist cations
To know the quality of the spray water is very important. Today, Tradecorp has the technology to detect if your spray
water is hard or not. Do not hesitate to contact your Tradecorp advisor to test your water at your farm with instant
results in minutes.
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Machine to test Bicarbonates in your spray and irrigation water at farm level.

3) Without: Nitrate, Sulfate and Chlorid
This point is important in foliar application to avoid risk of phytotoxicity. Final K does not scorch the leaves.

4) And with a little bit of Nitrogen (4,5 % w/v N ureic)
It is known that Nitrogen and Potassium are synergistic nutrients. Ureic nitrogen is an excellent penetrant that
participates to the efficacy of Final K.
In conclusion, Final K is:

9 Convenient = liquid and concentrated product, ready to use
9 Safe = no phytotoxicity, no scorching
9 Cost efficient = 10 years of proven results and high Costs on Investments returns.
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Rotary

Bimal’s Golden Touch in
Rotary
generous Rotarians from Kenya have become
members of the Arch Klumph Society,” he said.
One gets to Arch Klumph Society his/her
cumulative giving to Rotary Foundation
reaches $250,000.
Rotary Clubs and districts are measured by
membership growth, contribution to Rotary
Foundation and involvement in community
projects. Today, there are 34,282 clubs and
over 1.2 million members from more than 200
countries and geographical areas.
With 31 new Rotary Clubs chartered in 12
months, District 9212 became the fastest
growing in the world. Besides the Rotary
Clubs, the District also chartered 11 new
Rotaract Clubs, which brings in youth at the
universities, colleges and young professionals.
It also chartered 18 new interact clubs, which
is a reservoir for the next generation of
rotaracters and Rotarians.

John Kamau
Past President, Rotary Club of Thika

I

t has been an unprecedented year
for Rotary’s District 9212 under the
leadership of District Governor Bimal
Kantaria. From the word go, there was
no time to slow down and the year has
ended on a high note too. The world has
noted too.
When the Rotary International President
Gary C.K Huang rose to address thousands
of Rotarians at the recent convention in Sao
Paulo Brazil he glowingly spoke about the
district’s unheralded growth:
“One remarkable example is the governor
of District 9212, Bimal Kantaria. When I
visited Kenya in early May, he shared some
exciting news with me. District 9212 has
added 24 new clubs with more than 800
members this Rotary year. In addition,
for the first time in Rotary’s history, four
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Perhaps the biggest triumph was the
extraordinary growth of membership, which
is a mark of the regions will to get into
community service. District 9212, which
comprises Kenya, Sudan, Ethiopia, and Eritrea,
saw membership rise from 1554 to 2300
members.
The next measure of success is on the
contribution to the Rotary Foundation, a notfor-profit organization that enables Rotarians
to advance world understanding, goodwill, and
peace through the improvement of health, the
support of education, and the alleviation of
poverty.
The Foundation has been instrumental in
funding projects in the region worth millions
of shillings and this year rotary members from
the District contributed US$ 800,000 towards
the foundation. The District also saw the entry
of two Major Donors. These are individuals
whose cumulative donations towards the
foundation reach $10,000. Also, the year saw
an unheralded rise in the number of Paul
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Harris Fellows (PHF) by 17 per cent. PHFs
are individuals whose cumulative contribution
towards Rotary Foundation has reached
$1,000. In total, the district now has 216 PHFs
paid in 2014-15. The Governor launched the
District Governor’s challenge (2014-15) which
brought in 206 PHFs of which 160 were 1st
Time PHFs.
There were also triumphs such as the
Kilimanjaro challenge which saw several
Rotarians reach the summit of Africa’s tallest
mountain and raise Ksh 300,000 for the
Rotary Foundation. This did not only involve
the District but also people from different
nations. Kiliclimb also raised Ksh 2.5 million
for projects.
In youth mentorship, the District also
witnessed a huge growth with Rotaract and
Interact involvement at Club levels & District
committee level. Also, 16 new Interact clubs
were formed.
It was also a year that saw Rotary get big
mentions in all major news channels and
twice the District Governor was a guest in
State House, Nairobi with meeting with the
President and the First Lady.
In his final farewell, published in his official
bulletin Governor Kantaria was lost for words:
“You made me feel like a newly betrothed!...To
all club leaderships, I respect your contribution
in ensuring club stability. Strong clubs are what
makes a strong and fruitful district, which
translates to our much enduring Rotary
International and Rotary Foundation. You have
raised funds, increased memberships, done
notable projects and changed lives for good. I
salute all your support both to me and to your
club presidents in a special way. You deserve
the very best in your Rotary career and much
more in this life!”
For him, and the entire District, the spirit
of Self Above Self got a golden touch. Bimal
simply had the Golden Touch.
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